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Let f (x, y) be a polynomial defined over Z in two variables of total degree d2,
and let Vp=[(x, y) # Cp : f (x, y)#0 (mod p)] for each prime p, where Cp=
[(x, y) # Z2: 0x<p and 0y<p]. In this paper, we show that if f (x, y) is
absolutely irreducible modulo p for all sufficiently large p, then we have the fol-
lowing distribution formula for the zeros of f (x, y) modulo p,
:
|x&y| <$ } P
(x, y) # Vp
1=$(2&$) p+O( p12 log2 p), (V)
where $ is any given real number with 0$1, and
:
yx, &x&yp&<;
(x, y) # Vp
1=; } p+O( p12 log2 p). (VV)
Here &%& denotes the nearest distance from % to integer, and ; is a real number with
0; 12 .  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let f (x, y) # Z[x, y] be a polynomial in two variables of total degree
d2, for each prime number p, we denote
Cp=[(x, y) # Z 2: 0x<p and 0p<p],
and
Vp=[(x, y) # Cp : f (x, y)#0 (mod p)].
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If f (x, y) is absolutely irreducible modulo p for sufficiently large p, Weil
[6] proved the famous theorem (The Riemann Hypothesis for Curves over
Finite Fields, also see [5]) that
|Vp|=p+O( p12), (1)
where the constant implied by the symbol ‘‘O’’ depends on d only.
The purpose of this paper is to establish the further distribution formula
for the zeros of f (x, y)#0 (mod p) in the short interval. To state our
results, let $ be any real number with 0$1, and let
Nf ($, p)= :
|x&y|<$ } P
(x, y) # Vp
1. (2)
Our main result is the following asymptotic formula for Nf ($, p).
Therorem 1. If f (x, y) is absolutely irreducible modulo p for all suf-
ficiently large p, then
Nf ($, p)=$(2&$) p+O( p12 log2 p), (3)
where the constant implied by ‘‘O’’ depends on d only.
This result shows that the following limiting formula holds for all $
(0$1) and all f that
lim
p  
1
p
Nf ($, p)=$(2&$). (4)
Taking f (x, y)=xy&1, we have consequently
Corollary 1. For any real $ with 0$1, we have
:
p&1
|a&a | <$p
a=1
1=$(2&$) p+O( p12 log2 p), (5)
where aa #1 (mod p) and 1a <p, as usual.
Very recently, Zhang [7] announced a result like (5), he also told me
that the result of corollary is already suggested by professor Woods. There-
fore, Theorem 1 would be a generalization of Wood’s suggestion.
As the direct application of Theorem 1, we also have the following
conclusions.
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Corollary 2. If k is a non-negative integer, then
:
(x, y) # Vp
|x&y|k=
pk+1
\k+12 +
+O( pk+(12) log2 p). (6)
Corollary 3. We have
:
(x y) # Vp
max[x, y]= 23 p
2+O( p32 log2 p), (7)
and
:
(x, y) # Vp
min[x, y]= 13 p
2+O( p32 log2 p). (8)
There is no any particular reason to take 1x<p as the range of values
in Theorem 1. Since f (x, y) is an irreducible curve of degree 2, if and
only if f (x&a, y&b) is an irreducible curve of degree 2, for any given
a, b>0, we can take x and y in any given interval of length p. To clearly
explain this, we replace the distance function |x&yp| by &x&yp& and
yx in Theorem 1, and let
Sf (;, p)= :
yx, &x&yp&<;
(x, y) # Vp
1, (9)
where &%& stands for the nearest distance from % to integer and ; is a real
number with 0; 12 . It is easily seen that &&%&=&%& and
p &x&yp&=min[x&y, p+y&x] for yx,
which is invariant under elementary shifts. In this paper, we also have the
following asymptotic formula for Sf (;, p).
Theorem 2. If f (x, y) is absolutely irreducible modulo p for all suf-
ficiently large p, and ; is a real number with 0; 12 , then
Sf (;, p)=;p+O( p12 log2 p). (10)
where the implied constant depends on d only.
The method that is used for proving the above theorems is an applica-
tion of Weil’s theorem along with an estimate for exponential sums over
finite fields, which follows from Bombieri [1]. Throughout this paper, we
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shall assume that f (x, y) is absolutely irreducible modulo p for sufficiently
large p, and all constants implied by the symbols ‘‘O’’ or ‘‘(( ’’ depend at
most on d, which is the total degree of f (x, y).
2. Some Lemmas
We need the following lemmas for proving the theorems.
Lemma 1 (Bombieri). Let Cp*=Cp&[(0, 0)], then
max
(a, b) # Cp* } :(x, y) # Vp e \
ax+by
p +}<< p12. (11)
where e(x)=e2?ix for the real number x.
Proof. See [1] or [2].
Lemma 2. If F(x) is a complete function defined on residue classes of
modulo p, then, for any H>1, we have
:
hx<h+H
F(x)&
H
p
:
0x<p
F(x)<<log p max
1a<p } :0x<p F(x) e \
ax
p +} . (12)
Proof. We know that
1
p
:
p
r=1
e \rap +={
1, if p | a
0, otherwise
So
:
hx<h+H
F(x)=
1
p
:
p
r=1
:
0x<p
F(x) e \rxp + :ha<h+H e \
&ar
p +
=
H
p
:
0x<p
F(x)
+
1
p
:
p&1
r=1
:
0x<p
F(x) e \rxp + :ha<h+H e \
&ar
p +
If 1r<p, we have
:
ha<h+H
e \&rap +<< } sin
?r
p }
&1
<<
p
r
, (13)
and the lemma follows.
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For any function F(x), by Lemma 2, one has
max
0h<h+Hp } :hx<h+H F(x) }<<log p max0a<p } :0x<p F(x) e \
ax
p +}. (14)
Lemma 3. Let n, N, m and M be integers such that 0n<n+Np and
0m<m+Mp, then
:
nx<n+N
:
my<m+M
1=
1
p
NM+O( p12 log2 p). (15)
(x, y) # Vp
Proof. By (1) and (13), we have
:
nx<n+N
:
my<m+M
1
(x, y) # Vp
=
1
p2
:
p
r=1
:
p
t=1
:
(x, y) # Vp
e \rx+typ +
_ :
na<n+N
e \&arp + :mb<m+M e \
&bt
p +
=
1
p2
NM[ p+O(- p)]
+
1
p32
:
(r, t) # Cp*
} :na<n+N e \
&ar
p +} } :mb<m+M e \
&bt
p +}
=
1
p
NM+O( p12 log2 p).
This proves Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. Let (%)=%&[%]& 12 , then, we have
max
0a<p } :(x, y) # Vp  \
x
p+ e \
ay
p +}<<p12 log p, (16)
and
max
0a<p } :(x, y) # Vp  \
y
p+ e \
ax
p +}<<p12 log p. (17)
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Proof. It is known that (cf. [4])
&(%)= :
0<|m|H
1
2?im
e(m%)+%( g(%, H)).
Here
g(%, H)=Min {1, 1H &%&== :
+
n=&
ane(n%),
where (cf. [3])
an<<Min {log HH ,
1
|n|
,
H
|n| 2= (18)
So, for any 0a<p, we have
:
0x<p
 \xp+ e \
ay
p +=&
1
2?i
:
0<|m|H
1
m
:
(x, y) # Vp
e \mx+ayp +
+O {} :

n=
an :
(x, y) # Vp
e \nx+ayp +}= . (19)
If p |% n, the Lemma 1 yields
:
(x, y) # Vp
e \nx+ayp +<< max(n, a) # Cp* } :(x, y) # Vp e \
nx+ay
p +}<<p12.
If p | n, then, (1) yields
:
(x, y) # Vp
e \nx+ayp +<<p.
We take H=p12 in (19) and note that a0<<log HH, an<<1|n| for
|n|<<H and an<<H|n| 2, for |n|>H, it follows that
:
(x, y) # Vp
 \xp+ e \
ay
p +<<p12 log H+
1
p
log H+H :
p | n
n>H
p
n2
<<p12 log p.
We prove (16), and have (17) in the same way.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1
We reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to the following lemma.
Lemma 5. If $ is a real number with 0$1, and Nf ($, p) is defined
by (2), then, we have
Nf ($, p)= :
(1&$) px<p
:$
(1&$) py<p
1+O(1)
+
1
p
:
p
r=1
:
0x<p
:$
0y<(1&$) p
e \r(x&y)p + :0a<$ } p e \
&ra
p +
+
1
p
:
p
k=1
:
0y<p
:$
0x<(1&$) p
e \k( y&x)p + :0b<$ } p e \
&kb
p + , (20)
where x $y means that f (x, y)#0 (mod p).
Proof. By (2), we have
Nf ($, p)= :
0y&x<$ } p
(x, y) # Vp
1+ :
0x&y<$ } p
(x, y) # Vp
1
It is clear that
:
0y&x<$p
(x, y) # Vp
1= :
0x<(1&$) p
:$
0y<p
1+ :
(1&$) px<p
:$
0y<p
1
0y&x<$p 0y&x<$p
= :
0x<(1&$) p
:$
0y<p
1+ :
(1&$) px<p
:$
(1&$) py<p
1
0y&x<$p xy
similarly, one has
:
0x&y<$p
(x, y) # Vp
1= :
0y<(1&$) p
:$
0x<p
1+ :
(1&$) py<p
:$
(1&$) px<p
1
0x&y<$p yx
We note that
:
(1&$) px<p
:$
(1&$) py<p
1
= :
(1&$) px<p
:$
(1&$) py<p
+ :
(1&$) px<p
:$
(1&$) py<p
1+O(1). (21)
xy yx
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If 0x<(1&$) p and 0y<p, then $p&p<y&x<p, hence, for any
integers a such that 0a<$p, we have
1
p
:
p
r=1
e \r( y&x&a)p +={
1, if y&x=a,
0, otherwise.
Which gives
:
0x<(1&$) p
:$
0y<p
1
0y&x<$p
= :
0a<$p
:
0x<(1&$) p
:$
0y<p
1
x&y=a
=
1
p
:
p
r=1
:
0x<(1&$) p
:$
0y<p
e \r( y&x)p + :0a<$p e \
&ra
p + ,
and
:
0x<(1&$) p
:$
0x<p
1=
1
p
:
p
r=1
:
0y<(1&$) p
:$
0x<p
e \r(x&y)p + :0a<$p e \
&ra
p + .
0x&y<$ } p
Consequently, Lemma 5 holds.
Now, we prove Theorem 1 by use of Lemma 3 and Lemma 5. In view
of (20), the leading term of Nf ($, p) is
L($)= :
f (x, y)#0 (mod p)
(1&$) px, y<p
1+\$+O \1p++ :0x<p :0y<(1&$) p 1
f (x, y)#0 (mod p)
+\$+O \1p++ :0y<p :0x<(1&$) p 1
f (x, y)#0 (mod p)
=$(2&$) p+O( p12 log2 p). (22)
The reminder terms of (20) may be bounded by
2f ($, p)<<log p max
1r<p } :0x<(1&$) p :0y<p e \
r( y&x)
p +}
f (x, y)#0 (mod p)
+log p max
1r<p } :0y<(1&$) p :0x<p e \
r(x&y)
p +} . (23)
f (x, y)#0 (mod p)
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To estimate the right side of (23), let
F(x)= :
f (x, y)#0 (mod p)
0y<p
e \r( y&x)p + ,
where 1r<p is given. By Lemma 1 and (14), we have
:
0x<(1&$) p
F(x)<<log p max
0a<p } :0x<p F(x) e \
ax
p +}
<<log p max
0a<p } :(x, y) # Vp e \
(a&r)x+ry
p +}
<<p12 log p.
This shows that
max
1r<p } :0x<(1&$) p :0y<pe \
r( y&x)
p +}<<p12 log p.
f (x, y)#0 (mod p)
Similarly, one has
max
1r<p } :0y<(1&$) p :0x<p e \
r(x&y)
p +}<<p12 log p.
f (x, y)#0 (mod p)
We finally have
2f ($, p)<<p12 log2 p,
and
Nf ($, p)=L($)+2f ($, p)=$(2&$) p+O( p12 log2 p).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Now, we turn to prove the corollary. Corollary 2 follows directly from
Theorem 1 with the use of partial summation:
:
(x, y) # Vp
|x&y|k=pk |
1
0
tk dNf (t, p)=
pk+1
\k+22 +
+O( pk+12 log2 p). (24)
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To prove Corollary 3, we need the following formula. By Lemma 4, one
has
:
(x, y) # Vp
x=p :
(x, y) # Vp \ \
x
p++
1
2+=
1
2
p2+O( p32 log p).
which yields
:
(x, y) # Vp
(x+y)=p2+O( p32 log p).
We note that
:
(x, y) # Vp
max[x, y]= 12 :
(x, y) # Vp
[x+y+|x&y|],
and
:
(x, y) # Vp
min[x, y)= 12 :
(x, y) # Vp
[x+y&|x&y|].
Then, the corollary follows immediately from (24) with k=1. This prove
Corollary 3.
4. The Proof of Theorem 2
Lemma 6. If n is an integer such that 1np, we have
:
0y<n
:
0x<p
y= 12n
2+O(np12 log2 p). (25)
(x, y) # Vp
Proof. If y is a integer and t is real such that 0y<p and 0<tp, let
F( y)= :
f (x, y)#0 (mod p)
0x<p
1 and _(t)= :
0y<t
F( y)
By Lemma 3, one has
_(t)=t+O( p12 log2 p). (26)
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It follows by partial summation that
:
0y<n
yF( y)=|
n
1
t d_(t)
=n_(n)&|
n
1
_(t) dt+O( p12 log2 p)
= 12n
2+O(np12 log2 p).
This proves Lemma 6.
The following lemma is a more precise form of Theorem 1.
Lemma 7. If $ is a real number with 0$1, then
:
0x&y<$ } p
(x, y) # Vp
1=$(1& 12$) p+( p
12 log2 p). (27)
Proof. It is clear that
:
0x&y<$ } p
(x, y) # Vp
1= :
0y<(1&$) p
:
yx<$p+y
1+ :
(1&$) py<p
:
yx<p
1
(x, y) # Vp (x, y) # Vp
=:
1
+:
2
. (28)
We have
:
1
=
1
p
:
p
k=1
:
0y<(1&$) p
:
0x<p
e \kxp + :ya<$p+y e \
&ka
p +
(x, y) # Vp
=\$+O \1p++ :0y<(1&$) p :0x<p 1
(x, y) # Vp
+O \log p max1k<p } :0y<(1&$) p :0x<p e \
kx
p +}+ . (29)
(x, y) # Vp
For 1k<p, let
F( y)= :
f (x, y)#0 (mod p)
0x<p
e \kxp + .
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By (14) and Lemma 1, it follows that
:
0y<(1&$) p
F( y)<<log p max
0r<p } :0y<p F( y) e \
ry
p +}
<<log p max
(k, r) # Cp* } :(x, y) # Vp e \
kx+ry
p +}
<<p12 log p.
By Lemma 3 and (29), we have
:
1
=$(1&$) p+O( p12 log2p). (30)
Similarly,
:
2
=
1
p
:
p
k=1
:
(1&$) py<p
:
0x<p
e \kxp + :ya<p e \
&ka
p +
(x, y) # Vp
=
1
p
:
(1&$) py<p
:
0x<p
( p&y)
(x, y) # Vp
+O \log p max1k<p } :(1&$) py<p :0x<p e \
kx
p +}+
(x, y) # Vp
=
1
p
:
(1&$) py<p
:
0x<p
( p&y)+O( p12 log2 p). (31)
(x, y) # Vp
By Lemma 6, we have
:
(1&$) py<p
:
0x<p
y= :
(x, y) # Vp
y& :
0y<(1&$) p
:
0x<p
y
(x, y) # Vp (x, y) # Vp
= 12 p
2& 12 (1&$)
2 p2+O( p32 log2 p)
=$(1& 12$) p
2+O( p32 log2p). (32)
From (31) and by the use of Lemma 3, it follows that
:
2
=$p&$(1& 12 $) p+O( p
12 log2 p)
= 12$
2p+O( p12 log2 p). (33)
Finally, Lemma 7 follows from (28), (30), and (33).
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Now, we can prove Theorem 2 by the use of Lemma 7. By (9), Sf (;, p)
may be written as follows
Sf (;, p)= :$
&x&yp&<;
0x&y<p2
1+ :$
&x&yp&<;
p2x&y<p
1, (34)
where $(x, y) means that (x, y) # Vp. If 0%<1, then &%&=min[%, 1&%].
For 0; 12 , it is easy to see that
Sf (;, p)= :
(x, y) # Vp
0x&y<; } p
1+ :
(x, y) # Vp
(1&;) px&y<p
1
= :
(x, y) # Vp
0x&y<; } p
1+ :
(x, y) # Vp
0x&y<p
1& :
(x, y) # Vp
0x&y<(1&;) p
1.
By Lemma 7, it follows that
Sf (;, p)=;(1& 12;) p+
1
2 p&(1&;)(1&
1
2 (1&;)) p+O( p
12 log2 p)
=; } p+O( p12 log2 p).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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